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Board Votes
To Resolve
USE Dispute
Spartan Shops, Inc., operator of
the Spartan Cafeteria, moved
Thursday to resolve its dispute
with the Union of State Employees
(USE).
The board of directors voted to
submit a proposal to USE which
would let the present contract with
the California State Employees’
Association (CSEA) expire June
30, to be followed by a six-month
"open" period during which employees would be without a contract.
The move ended the threat of a
strike which had been proposed
earlier. Such a strike presumably
would have been honored by the
Teamster’s Union, thus shutting
down food service to the cafeteria.

Photo by Wayne Nicholls
SJS GRASSY LAWN near Tower Hall sprouted
a forest of students last week when the sun
finally peered out from behind its cloudy winter shroud. Not to be outdone, the SJS fountain (in the background) got into the act and
sprouted mermaids and aquamen (who should

have been studying for mid -terms, maybe) The
water sprites, however, provided spectators with
something to gaze upon when coeds in miniskirts steamed up contact lenses as well as the
girl friends of fellas wearing the contacts.

Last Week in March Brings
Students Out of Hibernation
By DAN EHRLICH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
It was lively, yet sluggish. It
was warm, but not hot. The sun
was bright in a cloudless sky and
the air rang with the songbirds
singing their hearts out.
But most of all, the last week
in March saw people once more
enjoying the benefits nature has
to offer on (of all places) the SJS
campus.
For with the advent of the campus improvement program, a community park has been created.
Realizing this, students and local
residents alike have been quick to
take advantage of the new area
for the often too scarce pastime
of relaxation.
Reading books, newspapers or
magazines, lying down, sitting
up, rolling around as if in a restless nocturnal slumber, students
can now be seen everywhere as
they litter the lawn with their
bodies in pictures; reminiscent of
some huge battle scenes from
"Gone With the Wind."
NEW LIFE
the season
But it’s spring
when life begins anew anti people
suddenly reawaken to the fact that
"It’s great to be alive."
Oblivious to the assorted collection of litter strewn over the
turbulent waters of the centrally

located SJS fountain, the highest
density of individuals enjoy their
rest, relaxation and good American fun in or near the geyser’s
cooling spray.
The only problem with the whole
situation is, how long can the grass
take it? Already paths are being
worn in the turf in some areas
and it’s a cinch the situation won’t
lighten with the heavier load of
students using the lawn daily.
PEOPLE ESCAPE
Then, again, it’s spring, and a
lawn isn’t any good just to look
at. At last people can escape the
maddening crowds of the library,
spurn the noise of the cafeteria
and forget about installing a
screen door at their home.
Now there is a place where
freedom abounds and peace and
tranquility are the watchwords.
In one area of the former green
area, now taking on the color of
clothing, small boys can be seen
flying their kites, while off in other
areas, larger boys can also be seen
flying their kites.
Spring, however, is not just confined to the lawn, it has shown its
face all over campus with activities of students picking up at a
frantic pace.
Things are constantly happening
on Seventh Street now, with events
of all descriptions taking place.
People, like bears coming out. of

hibernation, are on the move
again
doing things, going places
and planning happenings to occupy
a beautiful spring afternoon.
One might never think of it
being only the end of March, with
two and a half months of school
and the possibility of rain yet to
Mine.
For the students dotting the
lawn at SJS it’s summer with a
little bit of studying thrown in for
good measure.

By SUE AMON
and MUST LYME
Spartan Daily Staff %%Ater.;
"God, I’m simply dying from
this heat!"
"We’re already late for class.
Let’s see what’s going on over by
the fountain. Wow, it’s Just like
Coney Island. The whole student
body must be there."
"Would ya quit tugging at my
sleeve."
"Look, look! There’s some guy
over there with no clothes on,
dancing around, reading poetry!"
"Where, where?"
"Put your glasses on!"
"I didn’t bring them! Oh, really,
this is disgusting, uh, let’s go to
class!"
"No, no, journalists first, innocent young girls second. This will
make a great story!"
"I’m not going to interview
both houses of the legislature.
him. I’d turn six shades of
Continuing, Simpson pointed out
magenta!"
if passed by the legislature the bill
"Oh, don’t be stupid. I mean
would not be initiated in the state
colleges unless it was accepted in
tact by the University of California regents.
If the regents rejected it, it
would be dead, he stated.
Simpson explained it is Monagan’s view that, if some students
Robert Dwyer, San Jose branch
had to pay extra, all should pay. manager for Blyth and Co., a
If some didn’t pay, none should national investment banking firm,
pay.
will lecture on "Forecasting the
For families earning a gross ad- Investment. Scene" tomorrow at
justed annual income of less than 12:30 p.m. in CHM.
$10,000, a $30 additional fee would
The talk, which is open to the
ix) added to the regular registra- public, will center on "Internation fee, he said.
tional monetary conditions, the
A complex scale of figures was value of the dollar, and the posremade(’ for students with parents sibilities in stocks and bonds," acearning $10,000 annually or more. cording to Owen M. Broyles, proThis will run from it low of $55 fessor of economics.
to a high of $630 for students
"He is a very able person, Inwhose families earn $50.000 or formed, and interesting," BroYles
Added-

’Investment Scene
Subject of Talk

LEAVING UNION
"Accordingly, we feel compelled
to urge our members to face the
onerous but necessary task of
breaking this organization’s alliance with the AFL-CIO."
The disaffiliation proposal will
be the first of two major items
to be considered at Wednesday’s
meeting.
The second item of business will
be the presentation, discussion, and

Melvin Miller
To Quit Post

Melvin II, Miller, chairman of
the SJS department of law enforcement and administration, has
announced his intention to resign
as soon as possible.
The announcement was made at
a Los Gatos meeting of the Committee for Academic Responsibility
(CAR) where Miller spoke on
"Problems of Law Enforcement on
College Campuses."
Miller said he "just can’t take
POSTPONEMENT
It any more," and that he is "disAction on a provision regarding gusted" with college administraemployee-union meetings on cafe- tion policies that have led to an
teria premises was postponed for "exodus of department chairmen."
further consideration.
Spartan Shops sent a letter to
USE March 7 stating that the
CSEA contract would be honored
until its expiration.
The controversy dates back to
March 1967 when both CSEA and
USE indicated a desire to begin
collective bargaining. A contract
with CSEA was signed Dec. 15.

adoption by the union of a sit of
priority demands to be presented
to the State College Board of
Trustees at its two-day meeting in
Chico, April 24-25.
GAIN INFORMATION
"Maximum efforts are being
made to gather information on
priority goals from the faculty,
students, and departmental chairmen in preparation for this week’s
meeting," said Dr. Eldred Rutherford, chairman of the AFT’s collective bargaining drive committee.
"We intend to have preliminary
reports on priority goals ready for
the meeting and we anticipate that

the wer ling will produce a set of
demands which will generate wide
support among faculty and students," he said.
The meeting is open to non-AFT
faculty and students. Dr. Rutherford noted, "Everyone. is urged to
attend and lend support to the
development of a set of demands
which truly meets the basic, unfulfilled educational needs of this
campus"
Dr. Rutherford said, "Subsequent efforts of the AFT this
spring will be devoted to the task
of seeing that these demands are
met."

’Useful Knowledge’
New College Goal
By BILL GALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Take something limited in scope
and it’s likely to be full of technicalities which have little relevance to everyday life. But if a
subject can be broadened, and if
irrelevancies can be removed, then
the average person can apply that
subject almost daily.
This is the philosophy that students and professors will be using
next fall in the new 200-enrollment
College of the Liberal Arts.
"We’ll be trying to provide the
generally educated person with the
knowledge that he will find useful as a citizen," Dr. Rex Burbank,
chairman of the Academic Council’s curriculum committee, told
the Daily.
"The new college will teach subjects like biology
but classes
will differ in that emphasis will
be placed on students discovering
the principles. There will probably
be less memorizing of biological
classifications and more emphasis
on the problems of pollution and
population and other problems
that affect us directly," he said.
Dr. Burbank said the same will
be true in other areas, such as
English, where there will not be
an emphasis on the technicalities
such as spelling but rather
on expression.
The new Liberal Arts "college"

is also unique in that the courses
social sciences, humanities
in
and natural sciences will all be
interrelated. Classes, using seminars, lectures, group and individual
study, will look at a problem not
just through the eyes of one field
of study, but several
Students will research such contemporary problems as the city,
conservation, population, resources,
war and peace, and so forth.
Dr. Burbank said that a new degree will probably be offered to
graduates a bachelor’s in liberal
arts.
A report explaining the new college points out the necessity for
the type of liberal education that
will be offered: "Such studies inhibit intellectual and social provincialism, and they provide the
future specialist with perspectives
on his discipline, and the specialist
is a man before he is a specialist."
The main difference between the
new college and the present tutorials system is that admittance
to the College of Liberal Arts will
be based on interest and not scholarship. Dr. Burbank said that informational pamphlets will be sent
to high schools soon explaining the
program, and that interested students would return applications.
Top enrollment at the college is
limited to about 400.

Striking Teachers Could Lose
Tenure Rights With New Bill

Well, That’s One Way
To Beat a Heat Wave

New College Tuition Plan
Introduced to Legislature
A new college tuition plan was
introduced to the state legislature
Friday by Assembly minority leader Robert Monagan (It-Tracy).
The infant IXII is far from being
passed according to Jerry Simpson,
assistant to Monagan. It is a compromise measure which would feature a graduated fee charged to
students on the basis of their
family’s gross income.
Basically the now plan would
add additional fees of from $30 to
WO per semester to the present
registration fee.
In addition the hill offers complete exemption for veterans and
a half cost provision for families
putting two children through
school at the same time.
According to Simpson, the bill
will probably go into a committee
where it might be Passed, modified or killed. If it survives that,
he said, it will then have to l()trOle

ELECTION SANCTION
Spartan Shops would then sanction an election to determine an
employee representative if employees requested an election.
The action was taken in response
to proposals made earlier by USE,
which included: 1) Immediate
abrogation of the contract with
CSEA; 21 Continuation of the
contract until its expiration date
after which Spartan Shops would
enter into a collective bargaining
agreement with USE; 3) Abrogation of the contract with CSEA
with an election to determine a
representative.
Salaries and fringe benefits now
in effect would remain in force
during the waiting period.

By JEFF MCLLINs
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS’ American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), local 1362, will
consider a proposal Wednesday
afternoon in E132 to disaffiliate
from the AFL-CIO.
The focus of discontent behind
the proposal is the strong position
recently taken by the AFL-CIO
and its leader, George Meany, in
support of President Johnson’s
Vietnam war policies.
According to Dr. Paul Dickert,
assistant professor of geology and
originator of the disaffiliation proposal, "A sizeable number of our
AFT members regard Johnson’s
Vietnam policies as genocidal, morally corrupt, and ultimately suicidal for our nation and the world.
"While we recognize the need
for a strong teacher organization
like the AFT, we cannot, in conscience continue to associate ourselves with the AFL-CIO which
has so strongly committed its support to Johnson and his war
policies.

we’ll wait until he puts his pants
back on."
"What a dumb thing to do. I
mean I’m all for being uninhibited,
but this is ridiculous!"
"Yeah, San Francisco State
hasn’t got anything over us after
this, except maybe quantity."
"Oh, heck, wait till mother reads
about this. First riots, then murder, and now, heaven forbid, a
nude-in!"
"Who’s that guy with the blond
wig. Sc’, the one jumping around
shouting? It must be his manager."
"You mean you think he’s getting money for stripping?"
"Of course, I can’t imagine anyone doing something that ’immoral’ for nothing! Can you?"
"Sure, he’s expressing the inner
feelings of his soul."
"That’s not all he’s expressing
Crowd Reaction:
"Go, baby, go."
"Sock it to ’ern, Andy."
"Wonder how long it’ll take the
cops to get here this time?"
"Listen to that marvelous
poetry."
"I hope this isn’t contagious."
"Hey, that’s not a bad idea."
"Well, there’s Tarzan, where’s
Jane?"
"That’s not my roommate, are
you kidding?"
"Hey, he’s getting dressed. Let’s
follow him and get, a story. It’s
safe now."
"Isn’t that fella from the Spartan Daily?"
"Yeah, and he’s talking to the
stripper!"
"Hey; Bill, what’d he say to
you?"
"Ile told me to rush over to
the fountain. There’s some guy
st rroping.

By BILL FALKNER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Any public school, university, or
college teacher who takes part in
any strike will have his tenure
taken from him or any accumulated rights built up towards
tenure withdrawn if a recently introduced State Assembly Bill is
enacted into law.
Assemblyman John L. E. (Bud)
Collier ( R-Las Angeles) introduced the bill, AB 1192, this week
calling for the action.
Assemblyman Collier’s bill would
affect all teachers whether during
the academic year or during summer vacations. Collier said the law
would apply to professors at all

times because they are still on
state payrolls during vacations.
The proposed law goes beyond
covering just strikes on educational institutions, the law would
cover teacher participation in any
strike by any organization.
FOUR YEARS
As stated in the SJS Staff Reference Book-1966, a teacher Is not
eligible to receive his tenure until
after four years of teaching.
Tenure is usually reached by
teachers beginning their fifth consecutive year. If tenure is not
granted at the beginning of the
fifth year, the professor is not rehired for the sixth.

’No School Today’: Reagan
By R. L. BEADLE
School’s out and all classes are closed today in state colleges
and universities.
Governor Ronald Reagan announced only yesterday that
today, his birthday, would henceforth be an official state
holiday, California’s Chief Executive said that all public school.%
and government agencies will observe the auspicious occasion
and added that he hoped all citizens would join in "this wonderful day of days."
Actually, that isn’t quite true . . . but, on the first day in
April, one is allowed a little levity. Matter of fact, people have
been pulling one sort of "April Fool’s joke" or another for
many moons now.
Those who know say that it dates hack to the glorious days
and orgies surrounding the Vernal Equinox and actually lasted
from March 25 to April 31 (must be a clever joke
ha ha
everyone knows the V. E. is on March 21),
Nevertheless, the British kept it going (celebrating the
charter of the East Indies Company) and they’ve been fooled
every year since.
Finally, thank goodness, the festival of April Fool’s spread
throughout the world. In Scotland an April Fool is known as
an "April (look" (a cuckool; in France a "poisson d’avril"
(d’gauling); in Mexico one doesn’t have to pay hack things
borrowed on this day (quaint r; in the U.S. one pays whether
!eke" or not (IRS), and in California the celebration lasts
rar: round ’according to some Sacramento watchers),
Speaking of jokes, Governor Reagan - although he did
not actually acclaim his birthday a state-wide holiday --- did
indicate (through his public relations staff in Los Angeles) that
he would be willing to accept an un-Conventional Draft of the
I neasure. "Reagan wants what the people want," candidly remarked an aide.

Tenure rights are designed to
protect faculty members from being separated from their jobs by
arbitrary dismissals. With a tenure,
faculty members have the right to
due process and a justified reason
for their dismissal. Without tenure,
they can be dismissed without
reason.
Since the bill was introduced
last week, there is a 30 day waiting period before the bill can be
brought to a hearing. Already
there has been strong opposition
:Ix-pressed by faculty members at
SJS.
Dr. John Sperling, associate professor of humanities and senate
president of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), stated
that the bill is "clearly unconstitutional." He says he feels that
the first test of such a law would
he struck down by any superior
court and certainly by the U.S.
Supreme Court. He says he personally feels the bill will never
get out of committee.
IMPROVEMENTS
Dr. John Galm, associate professor of English and president. of
the local chapter of AFT, in reference to the bill pointed out that
at the present time his organization is calling for certain improvements in the state college system.
These improvements include A
reaching load of nine hours, better
library facilities, and a better student -teacher ratio. The California
State’ College Board of Trustees is
currently working on the matter,
lie says that. he doubts if conditions ever would get had enough
to walk out, but he added, "If
driven to strike action, we would
whether this bill was passed or
not "
Assemblyman Collier, who has
iteen on the Assembly Education
Committee for 22 years, says that
his bill is intended to strengthen
student -teacher relationships. He
says that currently whenever
teachers go on strike It is found
by the courts to be against the
lars:, this bill would make it a law
before they go on strike,

Staff Comment
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A newspaper cart illuminate many paths. It is up to the trainer to decide
which route, if any, he decides to take.
Wynn Cook
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Guest Editorial

Pax Americana Myth
The idea of Pax Americana is a
myth and its time that the United
States woke up to that fact.
That’s right, the U.S. is going to
lime to realize that it simply cannot
.go into any area of the world and liaise
omit way. Currently that seems to
.be the general foreign policy it is pursuing and specifically that policy is a
"failure.
The whole idea of Pax American or
-Ameritan [’care, got off the ground
,sontetime after the close of World
ar II. The United States government.
:steeped in its own nuclear self-import,
-unre. decided that it had a duty to
3)roteet the entire world from that
Itasty old communism.
So it formed its very own world
*dice and went around deciding what
wanted in the way of governments
ii what particular countries. It sta.
United States military men in
I the world, built the
:4)aso
ar
-largest embassies since embassies were
ins coned and organized elaborate spy
jtetwoorks.
Playing James Bond was probably a
:load of fun for the Pax Americana
,7entssd. They could go into any country
:tot topple the terrible fascist regime
;and install a groovy friendly one. The
:definition for both fascism and c ssounism became synonymous with any...thing not wildly pro-United States.
2the Guatemaula caper by the CIA was
3)robably tlio keenest on record.
The overthrow of the relatively se5ure go s eminent in Vietnam in 1963
:also shows the unrealistic attitudes
ttItind U.S. foreign policy. Fun and

4tootted

games at the Bay of Pigs is another
txample.
But the LS. is spreading itself
sery. very thin. It is finding out that
it isn’t God on earth and that it cannot secure a government wherever it
wants in the world. It is finding that
its military networks leave gaping
boles all over the world.
It is sorely taxed by one war in one
small country. If another -small" war
1% (re to crop up the U.S. would have
to gear its economy to one of almost
total war production. Currently there
are not enough spy ships to eavesdrop
on every government that doesn’t
swear by the old red, white and blue.
And the best way to start the Last
World War is for the big bully to push
the little countries too far. Where that
point is, is difficult to determine, but
once it is passed. its too late to worry
about it.
The LS. will have to learn that
front oilier perspectives a country
isn’t necessarily all bad just because it
has a communist government. For a
large share of the world the democratit way is not the only way to run a
country. It is one of many and not
necessarily the best for everyone at
that.
Though a world power, the U.S. isn’t
strong enough to successfully push its
way on the world. This is being
pros ed daily throughout the world
it is time the pseudo patriots realized
it.
Mark Reese,
Washington State Daily Evergreen
March 19, 1968
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L-HBFJ A New Minority
By SUE AMON
"in" thing these days seems to be
"membership in a minority group. I mean.
-let’s face it, baby, you just aren’t with it
’if you aren’t made to sit in the back of
Ate bus, don’t eat tacos, or live in a ghetto!
Well. lrm tired of being left out so I’ve
.Tolecided to organize a minority group my’self. It’s for left-handed, blonde, female
:journalist, L-1113F.1). I’ve been doing
some thinking and have come to the conelusion that not very many people fit all
_these qualifications. Everyone knows you
can’t bine a slunu II minority group, 80 if
you meet two of the four, you’re in!
Ho% e5 Cr. before we actually begin our
campaign to take over the world which
-is what es cry good minority group tries
. tip ho these days), we have to get .
publicity. There are several ways this can
...be accomplished.
: First. we should support a candidate for
president. I was thinking about old LBJ.
Supporting hien would surely be a minority
- effort.
Then we havt to hold well -publicized
:meetings, but only for members. Woe to
he unsuspecting $oul. in sympathy with us..
;who tries to attend a meeting! We’ll trust
:no one who isn’t one of us!

The

.1.11r
RI CI EANE1ZC’

ell talk about all kinds of militant
things and finalize riot plans for this summer. I meam, we all know that left-handed,
blonde, female journalists are terribly
persecuted, so you can’t really blame us
for killing, and burning, can you?
Well also start gathering our weapons
for the war. We’re going to need all kinds
of cannons, grenades, guns, etc.
We have to develop a new language to
insult non-members whenever we get a
chance. I Tidings like "right-handed fink"
are appropriate.)
We also have to have a hero, a (lance,
and a favorite singing group. Not to ment*
a favorite sport, color, car, bird, book,
and most important style of dress. Sombreros and loud ties are out this year. I
was thinking of s
:thing more along the
shorts aml bathing suit line, casual and
cool.
If we get ourselves organized we can
take mei- control of all the newspapers in
(
try and fr
there it’s just a
till we’ll control the world!
matter of t’
But you! nmemembers must
lerstand
that all we want are our rights!
Shake, pray and be nice to left-handed,
hI le. feniale journalists. The end is in
sight.

One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coate
Our Specialty

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
Art Cleaners
490 E. Santa Clara

293.4900

"The Viet Kennedys and the McCarthy Cong are tunneling closer ... 1"

Thrust and Parry

The Campus and the World
Students Sick of Looking
At Garbage on Campus
Editor:
At 3:30 on the afternoon on March 27th, I
had occasion to walk from the music building
past the cafeteria enroute to the Spartan Book
Store. I was completely disgusted at the appearance of the lawn in front of the cafeteria
building, as well as the grounds adjacent to
the music building. There were at least 50
soft drink bottles, piles of dirty dishes, glasses
from the cafeteria, paper cups, soiled napkins,
cigarette butts, discarded newspapers, notebook papers, shoes, etc. strewn all over the
lawns and walks. In the midst of all this sat
two empty 30 gallon trash cans and several
unpert toted students,
Upon my return from the book store, I
noticed that one of the custodians had commenced to clean up the mess on the cafeteria
lawn. I stopped to offer him my sympathies
and apologies because he was required to tidy
up after people who have absolutely no civic
pride.
Students who are too immature to clean up
after themselves don’t belong on a college
campus. They still belong in a nursery. To
use the old wornout cliche, I am a taxpayer
who helps to pay the salaries of every employee of the college. As a taxpayer and a
student, I deplore conditions which allow the
deterioration of expensive lawns and other
landscaping on the campus. Everyday I see
these lawn loungers eating, drinking, sleeping,
and curbing 1?I their leashless dogs all over
the grounds. Does their exalted status as students give these people the right to litter the
grounds and streets and expect somebody else
not only to clean up after them but to foot
the bill for it as well?
These are the people who want to change
the world in the twinkling of an eye. They
don’t even have the gumption or the energy
to pick up their dirty dishes and trash they
throw around after themselves.
Faculty members are not blameless either.
How many professors walk across Seventh
Street to the cafeteria one or more times
daily? They can’t help but notice the sorry
state of the cafeteria area. They even have
to look at it from the windows of the faculty
dining room. How many have complained
about the situation? Are they afraid to tell
these students to stop littering? Or don’t
they care?
Permissiveness and lack of discipline during
their earlier years has obviously hindered the
development of civic or community pride in
students who litter. If they feel that this is
one way in which they can defy society, I
wish they would practice their defiance somewhere else. Many of the students are sick of
looking at them and their garbage.
Evelyn Rios, A3308

’Only the Last Soldier
Contributes to Peace’
Editor:
"16 In SJS WAR PROTEST SENTENCED"
to Jail and fined for attempting to prevent

MEN! Get Ready for Sommer
Collegiate
Mock Turtle Neck T-Shirts
Cotton Knit Stripes & Plain $4.95
Just In
Surfer Shorts & swim suits
Stripes, Prints, Solids &6.95 & $7.50
Freeman’s Sport Center 244-7300
840 Winchester (TIC) San Jose

artother 20,000 U.S. soldiers from dying in
vain. Every U.S. soldier who has died in
Vietnam has died in vain. The soldier who
died in 1966 has given his life in a war that
is still raging on today. The soldier who died
today has also contributed nothing to the
peace in the world. It is only the last soldier
who has died in battle who has contributed
to the peace in the world.
Sixteen youths were jailed and fined because they refused to allow a game being
played in which there can be only one winner
and thousands of losers. It is too bad that the
last soldier (winner), whoever he might be,
won’t be around for the victory celebration.
Sixteen people who know the value of human
life are reprimanded for their actions.

The cross-eyed rabbit will return from
his fact-finding mission to Vietnam

Edward Pinter, A941

Splashing Fountain
Brittgs More Comment

Our

Editor:
In answer to Milly Gonzales’ and Andy
Harader’s "Ode to our Fountain" printed in
the Daily March 26:
The Rites of Spring
Around a fountain splashing in the sun
Sit laughing savages with icy hands;
The dancing waters salve their fears
Of too soon trials and worldly- harsh demands.
Their playful banter echoes on the green
From superficial depths so long immured
In cloistered seminaries of the mind
That wall them in with sanctions well secured.
In winter they will borrow courage from
Remembered fountains leaping in the sun.
Kieran Gallagher, A14901

Speaking of Drinkers,
What About Press Club?
Editor:
Regarding Bill Hurschmann’s entertaining
editorial on history’s "drink dabblers," I’d
have to stumble to the defense of my hero,
President Andrew Johnson. Though I would
agree with Hurschmann’s "Pres. Johnson
drank a little (not enough to be impeached,
though)," there seems to be the myth that
Johnson was a drunkard. Not so, according
to Bower’s ’The Tragic Era." This grew out
of Johnson’s unfortunate condition at the time
of his inauguration as Vice President. Johnson,
suddenly sick before the inauguration, asked
for a stimulant (brandy). The wait before the
ceremony being a bit long, he asked for two
(stimulants). Consequently, he was pretty
well stimulated during the swearing-in. His
opponents drank this all in and thus began
the rumor of Johnson’s now legendary
drunkenness. Maybe Hunschmann has an
opinion on another myth: the number of bars
In the San Francisco Press Club?
June Marr, A5012

The scene is San Jose State College It
is a sunny, warm afternoon in late March.
The weather in California has been in.
consistent, to say the least. Beautiful
spring cloudless days have been followed
by a period of misty dribble and light
rain.
But this day in March is wonderful
Hundreds of students are making them.
selves comfortable on the lawn area stir
rounding the fountain.
While SJS’ fountain may not be the
most artistic accomplishment around, it
certainly does embellish a somewhat drab
area. Anyone who remembers the "great
mudflats" of past semesters will verify
this.
Suddenly a bunch of dirty-looking hip.
pies head toward the fountain, dump soap
into it, and then playfully frolic in the
water and with the soap suds.
This looks like great fun, and it prob
ably is. But these hippies, possible pub.
licity seekers, and most definitely atten.
tion getters, are obnoxious. If a bunch of
students were ripping down the basketball
nets in the gym, or disrupting a classroom
by overturning desks, or writing obsceni
ties on the chalkboard, other student,
wouldn’t think it so funny.
As a classroom, or the gym, is a part
of state property, so is the fountain. Ae
plain or unadorned as the fountain may
be, it still was paid for through student
body funds. It belongs to the SJS strident
body as a whole, and not a minority group
of a dozen hippies.
While the fountain may not be much
to feast your eyes on, it still is something:
something much better than barren soil
with weeds.
Let’s keep the fountain clean. If q group
wants to take a community bath, why nol
let them do it somewhere else? Litter on
the ground looks bad . . . litter in the
fountain is just as detestable.

tomorrow.
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Tuesday Night Special
SPAGHETTI

CHEMISTRY
BACTERIOLOGY
ENGINEERING
BIOCHEMISTRY
Interview’s Tuesday, April 16
Make appointments through the Placement Center
An ,ousl opportunity employee

FINE FOOD
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FINE ARTS EDITOR S NOTE: This is th final article r a series of
fh.e oa, ews of films norninatd in- this 55 i Araderny Awards.
TI,, e
crs or, r,, lien eselusirely for Aso Spar ian 0. y. M.
Oscars w,:l boo presenfad Mondey, /April I.
----By HANK KAISER
Somewhere in the small town of Sparta, Miss., lives an overweight police chief who looks so much like Rod Steiger that it’s
almost impossible to tell them apart.
One evening in the steaming heat of a summer night, he was
confronted with a murder and a Negro suspect. Somehow tnese
and the subsequent events were captured en film. Or, ... at least
this is how it seemed in Norman Jewison’s production of "In the
Heat of the Night,’ nominated for best picture of the year by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Of the five nominees for the Oscar, it is the best. It’s Norman Jewison’s best, it’s Rod Steiger’s best and it’s Sidney Poitier’s best.

JEWISON’S FORMER LOSERS
In Mr. Jewison’s case, it didn’t take much to be the best, His
former efforts included such losers as "Forty Pounds of Trouble,"
with Tony Curtis, "The Thrill of It All," with Doris Day, and the
"Cincinnati Kid," with Ann -Margret. His only other memorable
film was "The Russians Are Coming, The Russians Are Coming."
Somehow, in "In the Heat of the Night," director Jewison
and actor Steiger combined to create the best or both. This is
Steiger’s most superb characterization to date. tie was acting a
technique in "The Pawnbroker," but in this film, he "is" the
character. Every mannerism and pointed gesture is an outgrowth
of an honest emotion inherent in the police chief. Steiger Is better
;"tan superb; he is believable.
Sidney Poitier, as the Negro suspect who turns out to be a
homicide investigator on leave from the North, has also produced his finest performance to date in this film. His characterization portrays all the strength and bitterness inherent ln a
man in his position
REAL-LIFE FRIENDS
Poitier and Steiger have been real-life friends for many
years, and they work very well together. Their relationship and
interaction in this film is what makes "In the Heat of tilt Night"
the best picture of the year.
Of course, they received a lot of help from the sciipt by
Stirling Silliphant and their producer, Walter Mirisch. It would
also be impossible to conceive of this film without the music
by Quincy Jones; this one element added tremendously to the
mood and atmosphere of "In the Heat of the Night." The theme,
sung by Ray Charles, captured the feeling of Mississippi in summer almost too perfectly.
The final element which helped to make this film as good
as it is was the cinematography by Haskell Wexler. It was,
at the right times, first subtle then exploring, but almost always
creative ... like the rest of the film.

A varied p
iam of dramatic
readings will be presented by
Shakespearean actor John Carradine at 8:30 p.m. Thursday in
the San Jose City College men’s
gym.
The program, part of the college’s continuing Spring Cultural
Series, Is open to the public.
Tickets are available at the
STCC Student Finance Office or
may be bought at the door.
Carradine, best known for his
Shakespeare repertoire, has been
seen in such roles as Hamlet,
Macbeth, Liago, King Lear, and
Shylock.
As a film character he has
been featured in more than 300
movies. In addition to his film
career, he has worked as a farm
overseer, horse trainer, sculptor,
wood carver, art gallery manager, artist, portrait painter, producer, and director of his Shakesperean company,
Appearing Monday, April 17 at
3 p.m. in the Cultural Series, will
be pianist Istvan Nadas and
violinist Eugene Stoia. The Pair
will present a Sunday chamber
music concert in the college
theater.
A native of Hungary, Nadas
began touring Europe in his
teens, performing standard classics as well as contemporary
music.
Stoia received his musical education at the National Conservatory of Music in Romania and
the Hochschule of Musik in Berlin as a Humboldt scholar. After
serving as professor of violin and
chamber music at the State Conservatory in Austria, he came
to the U.S. where he was concert master of the St. Louis Philharmonic and chairman of the
University of Kansas City String
Department.
Stoia is now a member of the
SJCC music department.

McKuen To Perform at Civic
Singer-poet Rod McKuen, described as a "traditional symbol
in the American Dream," will
appear in a one-night engagement at San Jose Civic Auditorium Friday at 8:30.
A songwriter, an actor, a
singer, a music publisher and a
novelist, McKuen has aiso beer.

described as a representation of
all of as who have ever been
alone," as he is recognized as
’the great loner.’
McKuen’s career first began in
Japan where, as an enlisted man,
he starred in about half a dozen
movies and succeeded in becoming Japan’s first rock and roll

singer, shaking on the Ginza
every night.
McKuen then traveled to New
York, appeared at some bigname clubs, composed a few
musical scores and wrote a novel.
He is still writing songs and
recording them and making singing tours.
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*******************************************
MEN & WOMEN
HAIR STRAIGHTENED,
SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER

BY APPOINTMENT & ASB CARD

JACK

295-9586

10TH ST. PHARMACY
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BRUSH -ON EYE SHADOW COLLECTION;
6 Fashion Colors In A Fabulous Compact
Four glimmering tints & two shimmering
highliters give you endless eye fashion effects
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By STEVE (IKANUCCI
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In the midst of today’s recording scene it is easy for a name
to get lost beneath the volumes
of records which are turned out
every month. Joe Henderson’s
name hasn’t been lost, it is just
hard to find.
His presence as a sideman on
many recent "jazz" lust’ your
own definitions) recording usually goes unnoticed. Unnoticed
that is, until you Listen to the
records. Joe dominates nearly
every sound truck he appears on.
He plays the tenor saxophone
not as "avant-gardely" as Pharaoh Saunders or Albert Aylei
but he is not the old man of the
sea either.
ALBUM FEATI’RE
He was recently featured on
an album titled "Inner Urge,"
for Blue Note records, and two
of the tracks stand out, namely
"El Barrio," and "Inner Urge."
"El Barrio" - This piece is
made to analysis order for Henderson. He begins with an out-oftempo unaceompanied statement
readying the listener for the
Spanish, modal nature of the
composition. Joe here combines
the lyrical feeling of Spanish
music with his hard blues -based
upper register cries. The honks,
screeches and cries always seem
to have a place in his solo and
lend excitement to the work.
This is not music to sleep by, but
demands at tent ion.

phony for its own sake. Rather
it is within an emotional framewerk. This is best exemplified
ny his solo work with Lee Mor gin o n "The Sidewinder,- alp,
with Roy Ayers on "Virgo
Vibes." Atlantic)
"Inner Urge" - - This piece,
which is also the album title,
opens with a unison statement uf
the tenor and bass. It hints of a
mysterioso quality until Henderson breaks the spell with some
lower register phrases. He then
switches quickly to the upper
register and angular swift runs.
Henderson recently became
co-leader of a group called "the
Jazz Communicators," wit h
trumpeter Freddie Hubbard. Another rising star, Kenney Barron,
is the group’s pianist. This association will hopefully bring Joe
the wider recognition he deserves
in the musical world. But meanwhile, go buy his records.

STRONG DRUMS
Strong romping by McCoy Tyner (piano) is reminiscent of his
work behind the late John Coltrane and this is also true of
his solo with the heavy chording
of his left hand and glittering
explorations with his right. Elvin Jones’ drums are strong, with
skillful cymbal work and, at
times he seems ready to take
over which kicks Henderson and
Tyner in their solos.
Although this selection has all
the trappings of a Coltrane piece
from his "My Favorite Things"
period, especially with its modality and the presence of ex Coltrane sideman Tyner and
Jones, it all belongs to Joe and
his powerful tenor. He is never
hesitant to explore the extreme
ranges of the horn, and yet the
exploration shows you where he
is going. There is never a caco-
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S
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FROSTY GREEN
FROSTY DAFFODIL
FROSTY BROWN

FROSTY TURQUOISE
FROSTY WHITE
FROSTY BLUE

10th & SANTA CLARA
1
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The Cowsills, a fairly new
singing group on the American
rock scene, will give a one-night
performance at San Jose Civic
Auditorium Saturday night at
8:30.
The vocal -instrumental group,
a family act made up of four
sons, a daughter and their mother ti,,, a repertoire of more than
5011
ranging from easy
lisiern..: to hard roek.

Thurs. in S.F.
American Conservatory Thcater’s production of Arthur Miller’s play, "The Crucible," will
be presented at San Francisco’s
Geary Theater Thursday at 2
p.m., followed by a series of performances in April.
Millet ’s witch-hunt drama, direeted by Allen Fletcher and
William Ball, joined the ACP
repertory at the Stanford Summer Festival of the Arts last
July.
The play involves the external
forces that menaced the Puritans
and the pressures from society
to preserve their bodies, souls,
and happiness.
’Pickets for Crucible are available at the Geaty box office in
San Francisco.
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Game Winners
The winners of Wednesday
night’s Co-Rec badminton tournament were: men’s singles,
Francis Wong, junior advertising
major; women’s singles, Sue
Dunlap, sophomore art major
and mixed doubles, Gail Rolf
junior physical education major,
and Andy Gouw, senior mechard,,,I engineering major.
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25%0FF
car insurance -wise

"B" average. Male,
16 to 25, single. High school junior or senior, or
college student. Sound like your son? Then you could
save 25% on car insurance with State
Farm’s Good Student
Discount. Contact me now
for details.
STTI

4610

Say "It" With Flower:
But
Say "It" With Ours
THE COLLEGE FLORIST
SINCE 1945
292-0462 or 292-0463

LARRY LEE
422 E. Santa Clara Si.
29240)2

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

A SWEATER BAG!

BOB MANN’S

Wear a sweater
With short back,

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

Baggy wa;.,t and baggy sleeves
To a love -in or a riot
To be shunned is automatic
So take said sweater
And have it fitted
By Golda, her specialty
Indubidably, you’ll look much better
In your new, re-fit sweater.
ANONYMOUS

REGULARLY $8.50
NOW$4.50
(MAXIMUM HAIR LENGTH 41/21

421 E. SANTA CLARA
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MEN & WOMEN

STUDENT DISCOUNT

golda:Is limit chop
410 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Our expert personal

instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.
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Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise

The baffedii cpeake

FREE GUEST VISIT
MEN OR WOMEN

STUDENT DISCOUNT

413 E. SANTA CLARA

295-9910
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Thinclads Rout Cal;
Smith, Evans Star

.14prit.

No Rest in Sight

Weary Tennismen Test Redlands

By DOD siiittitELL
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Sparked by the
BERKELEY
flying feet of Lee Evans and Ronnie Ray Smith, Spartan thinclads
ran away from the University of
California Saturday to score a lopsided 87-58 win.
SJS fans had a few anxious moments in the first running event
of the day when the Spartan 440
relay team of Frank Slaton, Bob
Griffin, Smith, and Sam Davis was
disqualified after winning the event
in a blazing 40.1.
Moments later, the judge who
had said that SJS handed off out of
the passing lane was ruled out of
position to make the call and the
Spartans’ victory WAS restored.
Evans added a bit of color to
the 440 dash when in the final
stretch he turned back over his
shoulder to wave teammates John
Bambury and Jeff Pen on faster.
Despite the levity, he won easily
in 47.1.

Butch Krikorian’s match-weary the doubles team of Verdiek and and Coupe and Yosh DeGuchi and
tennis team plays its seventh !Bruce Nelson also advanced to the Tom Hirata were also victorious.
Lowell and Orlando suffered the
match in as many days at 2 p.m. t semi-finals
Other top netters on the Red- only defeat of the afternoon.
today when it entertains Redlands
University at Spartan courts.

’ lands squad are David Rasmussen

To prove that there is no rest; and Bill Jameson.
The Spartans, playing excellent
for the %veiny. the netters follow
today’s match with three consecu- tennis, rolled to their ninth consecutive victory Thursday with a
tive encounters.
They play St. Mary’s tomorrow, crushing 8-1 triumph over University of San Francisco.
University of Pacific Wednesday,
It was the second win of the
and Santa Clara Thursday. All season over USF.
home.
at
will
be
matches
three
Leading the way for SJS was
The Redlands squad has some Greg Shephard, with a convincing
outstanding performers judging 6-3, 6-2 win over the Don’s top
from their showing in the Southern man, Rich Williams.
Backing up Shephard with vicCalifornia Intercollegiate Tennis
Championships held in Los Angeles tories were Ken Lowell, John
Reed,
Roy Orlando, Randy Betio last week.
Doug Verdiek and Peter Monte man and Dean Coupe.
The doubles combination of Reed
advanced to the semi-finals, while

Sta-Prest
Levi Twills

SJS’ rifle team continued its
winning ways by defeating the
University of Santa Clara Thursday 1424-1376.
Sue Meek again led the Spartans
as she led all shooters with 292
points. Miss Meek scored perfect
100’s kneeling and prone, and a
92 standing.
Bob Leverton gave the Spartans
added support as he finished the
afternoon with 286 points. Leverton scored a perfect 100 prone
and 98 kneeling; however, his
score fell when he scored 88
standing.
Santa Clara’s top scorer WAS
Bill McCarthy who tallied 281
points to pace the Bronco team.
McCarthy had 99 prone, 93 kneeling, and 89 standing.
It was the eighth consecutive
win for the team this year, and
the second over Santa Clara. In
all the meets this year the team
has been led by Sue Meek who
continues to be high point scorer.

220 STRIDE FOR STRIDE
In the 220 Evans and Smith ran
stride for stride down the stretch
and finished with identical times
of 21.2. Evans was given the win.
Smith led the Spartans to a
sweep of the 100 with a 9.4. He was
followed by Griffin 19.6), Slaton
(9.81, and Davis (9.8).

BEST FOOT FORWARD Spartan long
jumper and hurdler
Rickey Rogers shows his ability to traverse great distances.
Rogers, who injured his leg in the Santa Barbara Relays, has
a lifetime best of 24-11.

CIGS

permanent pressed finish that keeps these
pants crisp and neat all day. Easy to wash,

Me and Them denied Theta Chi edged the fraternity 2 games to 1
its second All-College champion- for the volleyball crown.
ship in one night Thursday as they
Theta Chi’s basketball team had
whipped Awful -Awful earlier in
the night to take the championship.

119c

they can be worn without ironing. In Bronze
8.50

EUROPEAN-JET

10c

Kleenex

5c
3 Hershey Bars
2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

Sc

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CHARTER
FLIGHTS
SAN FRANCISCO-LONDON
JUNE 12
LONDON-SAN FRANCISCO
SEPTEMBER 12

$360

ROUND
TRIP

SAN FRANCISCO-LONDON
SEPTEMBER I I

Open to students, faculty
and their families

Puritan Oil Co.

For Reservation
& Information

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Janes,

$

Dave Mercer, captain of the
Theta Chi cage squad was named
most valuable on the All-College
all-star team. Other members of
the squad include Dave Gatos of
Theta Chi, Craig Sobrero and
Denny Deichler of Alpha Tau
Omega, and Mel Tom and Bruce
Rabidou of Awful -Awful.
Rounding out the squad are
Gary Heath of Garbagemen. Greg
Delaney of Basketball Inc., Manny
Gonzales of Sigma Nu, and Rod
Monti of Me and Them.
Wednesday is the final date for
fastpitch softball entries. Rosters
should he submitted in MG221.

I 35 rAlr

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

Cal’s Clarence Johnson sailed
over 7-1 in the high jump to tie
the stadium record. SJS’ Don Lindsey was second at 6-8 and frosh
eager Darnell Hillman cleared his
best ever (6-81 for third.
Spartans John Powell and Fred
Hayden won the discus with lifetime bests of 171-11 and 164-7, respectively.

Mike Shamony personally gave
the Spartan nine its first WCAC
win of 1968 Saturday to give the
Spartans a 3-2 win and a split of I",
Municipal Stadium doubleheader
with the University of Californic
at Santa Barbara Gauchos, after
the SJS nine had dropped a 12-2
decision to Santa Clara Friday.
Sharnony pitched 10 innings of
five-hit ball to pick up the win.
striking out five along the way, as
he scored battery mate Mike Hazelhoffer with the winning run.
SJS shortstop Tom Corder, who
had four hits on the day, drove in
the Spartans’ initial two tallies
with a two-run homer= in the
second inning, scoring Maria Pantels ahead of him.
Righthander Terry Hughes absorbed his first loss of the year
in the opener, bowing to the
Gauchos, 4-1,

The Spartans had one of their
vorst days of the year in their
reason-opener Friday at Santa
3Iara, as the Broncos pounded
’our SJS hurlers for a total of 12
sits.
Starter Barry Carlson, still look-

Special Service
at Silva

SAN FRANCISCONEW YORK
JUNE 15

$85

CAL TAKES 880
Jack Malloy’s final kick was not
enough to inert ke Cal’s Devon
Smith in the 880. Smith ran a
1:50.8 while Malloy had a 1:51.5,
his season’s best.
Spartan Larry Melquiond pulled
an upset in the high hurdles when
he was just nipped in a photo finish by Cal’s Lou Kirtman. Kurt man ran 14.2, Melquiond 14.3.
Bob Stover edged Cal’s Mike
Robinson in the pole vault when
he cleared 16-0 on fewer misses.
Chris Papanicolaou was third at
15-6.

SJS Nine Splits Twinbill;
Prep for USF Tomorrow

Intramurals

Sta-Prest is Levi’s copyrighted name for the

or Khaki, sizes 30 to 36.

Spartan Rifle Team
Guns Down Broncs

Evans overcame a five-yard deficit in the last 50 yards of the mile
relay to give the team its quickest time of the season. 3:10.6. His
anchor leg was clocked in 45.8.
Spartan Pete Santos ran his hest
mile ever with a 4:06.9 and Ralph
Gamez followed with his best of
4:07.8. Gamez also won the twomile in 9:01.8.

That time of the year is here again. Time
for nice weather, and time to get your car
ready for Spring.

ONE
WAY

When you have your car serviced at Silva’s,
expert journeymen mechanics clean, adjust, and
replace all necessary components. Your car runs
better, drives easier, and performes like the
day you bought it.
Don’t wait another day! A bad running car
will ruin the best of days. Prepare for Spring
with a funeup at Silva Service.

Professor Mage
P. 0. Box 6281
San Jose, Calif. 95150

Expertly serving SJS
students for 35 yrs.

Phone 294-7874

78 S. 4th St.

We give and redeem
EZ Cash trading stamps

SILVA SERVICE

Late for Class?

DON KINZEL
... second-sacker
for his first win of the year,
worked only (,ne-third of an inning
but still picked up the loss.
Lefty Bob Walter picked up the
win for the Broncos. as his mates
made it easy, scoring in four-run
bunches in both the first and fifth
tnnings.
The Spartans hope to bring their
1-2 record up another notch when
they face the USF Dons Tuesday
tt Municipal Stadium in a 3 p.m.

295-8966

We’ll Park It for You!
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YOUNG LADIES. . .
It’s time for you to meet
SANDY GERMAINE
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SAN JOSE STATE
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UNITED AIR LINES

Sp(

SUMMER CAREER?
If you’d like to test your abilities in a sales
career during the slimmer between your Junior
and Senior Year, inquire about "OPERATION
TRYOUT."
INTERVIEW HY APPOINTME,NT AT
CAMPUS PIACEMENT OFFICE
RM. 234 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

SAN JOSE; FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

I

The Union Central Life Insurance Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Last summer, Sandy had a wonderful time
and earned a good salary flying the friendly
skies of UNITED as a stewardess. It was a
memorable experience and Sandy would be
delighted to tell you about it.
If you would like to find out about stewardessing with the world’s largest airline,
come and talk to her . . .
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YOU TOO MAY FLY
THE FRIENDLY SKIES OF

MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY, BEPNEEN 3:30 AND 4:30 P.M.
IN ROOM 422
AT MAC OUARRIE HALL
AN EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY
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Assembly Gets Bill To Allow
Wine Sale Near Colleges
By BILL HIRSCH:BANN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Two bills presently in the State
Legislature at Sacramento call for
changes in the Penal Code regarding the selling of liquor near state
college campuses.
George Zenovich, D-Fresno, introduced a bill to the State Assembly last week in An effort to
have the sale of wine and other
beverages with similar alcohollc
content legalized with a certain
radius of California Universities
and state colleges.
The radius presently varies from
college to college. Hugh M. Burns,
D-Santa Clara, has introduced a
bill to the State Senate to have
the selling area limitations standardized to one mile. The area
limitations currently vary between
one-half and three miles.
LEGAL SALE
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Zenovich told the Daily that if
his bill is passed, it would make
the selling of table wine legal
within the boundaries of the law.
Presently section 172 of the California Penal Code prohibits the
sale of liquor near certain institutions including state colleges.
Beer, because of its low alcoholic
content, is exeinot froni tnis ruling.
San Jose State College is one of
the state colleges which is exempt
from this section of the Penal
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Code, Jerry O’Brien. San Jose district office head of the Alcohol
Beverage Commission (ABC) said.
If a college campus in 1961 had
over 1,000 students with luss than
500 of them living on campus, it
was exempt from the rule. SJS
falls under this category, O’Brien
said.
Zenovich initiated his bill because of a letter he received from
a Fresno attorney complaining
that retail stores in Fresno, because of their geographic positions, were being discrriminated

Air Club to Attend
New York Meet
The SJS chapter of the Arnold
Air Society, the Air Force ROTC
honor society, has been selected
over 14 other schools to attend
the national conclave at Manhattan College in New York over
Easter vacation.
San Jose State was chosen over
such schools as University of California at Los Angeies, University
of Southern California, Stanford,
University of California at Berkeley and San Francisco State.
A delegation of 20 members
from SJS is expected to attend
the conclave.

Mobilization Committee
Pushes Student Strike
Plans are now being formulated
by many of the political groups
on the SJS campus to make the
week of April 22 a week of concern.
The Student Mobilization Committee, a coalition of interested
campus groups headed by George
M. Smith, 24-year-old senior, will
call for the entire SJS community, students and teachers alike,
to strike on the Friday of that
week. This would be in conjunction with an international strike
organized by the Student Mobilization Committee to End the War
in Vietnam.
According to the Mobilization
leaflet, ’The 26th day of April has
been set aside by the National
Black Anti -War Anti-Draft Union
as the day for students throughout
the world to join the Black students of the United States in an
International Student Strike.
’SOLIDARITY’

:ker

SPARTAN DA TIN-5

"This is an act of solidarity
against the racist oppression of
Black America, racist United
States aggression against the
Vietnamese people, and the violation of the right to self-determination of the people of Asia, Africa,
and Latin America."
Smith, along with Graduate
Representative Jules Loventhal,
asked Student Council last week
for support of the International

Johnson Subject
Of Oxford Debate
Resolved: Lyndon Johnson
should be re-elected.
That is the Oxford Union Deante topic tomorrow at 12:30 in
E’326-7.
Debating for the affirmative will
be Earl Hansen, speech and cornmunications major, and Roy Young,
assistant professor of political
science.
On the negative side will be Art
Frank, speech and communications
major and retired sergeant in the
U.S. Army, and Dr. James E. Watson, professor of political science.
In the Oxford Union Debate,
spectators sit in the gallery’ either
on the affirmative or the negative side. Oral communication from
members of the gallery is expected.
Members in the gallery can change
from side to side at any time during the debate.
Votes for or against the resolution are counted by the number of
persons leaving by designated
doors representing affirmative and
negative.

Student-Faculty Strike. The activity would encourage students
and faculty to boycott classes of
April 26. Council took no action
on the request.
Loventhal also has presented the
proposal to Academic Council, but,
according to Smith, no action has
been taken yet.
ACTIVITIES
Smith said the week’s activities will include teach-ins, films
and guest speakers each day. Vietnam, racial problems, the draft
and student rights will be the primary topics of the week. A culmination will occur Friday in the
form of a strike.
The Student Mobilization Committee has received support from
some members of Students for a
Democratic Society, St udents
Against the War, Peace and Freedom Movement, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and many other
groups, Smith indicated.
Smith said he has also dismissed the matter with Dr. John
Galm, associate professor of English and president of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT). Dr.
Galm said that he did discuss the
request with Smith, but not as an
official of AFT.

TO COMMITTEE
Other areas currently under this
section of the Penal Code, besides
colleges, are the state capitol and
the veteran’s hospitals throughout
the state.
Zenovich indicated that his bill
would now automatically go to the
Criminal Procedures Committee for
investigation and consideration.
There is an exception to section
172, according to Harry Grate,
principal legal counselor for ABC
in Sacramento. Bonafide public
eating places (restaurants) are exempt if they meet the requirements set forth in the law for
restaurants.

Roulette Smith, Santa Clara
County spokesman for the Committee for a Free Delegation, will
speak at 7:30 Wednesday night in
JC136. His talk is sponsored by
the SJS Young Republicans.
The Committee is a movement
to give California Republicans a
choice other than Gov. Ronald
Reagan in the June 4 GOP Presidential primary. The group is currently attempting to have its delegation placed on the ballot. If the
voters approve of the Free Delegation, then the 86 delegates to
the Miami Republican convention
would go uncommitted.
Smith, a doctoral candidate in
mathematical studies of the educational processes at Stanford
University, said in an interview
with the Daily Tuesday, "We are
convinced Ronald Reagan is running for the Presidency."
Smith indicated that a recent
poll shows that 70 per cent of California Republicans would like an
opportunity to vote for someone
other than Reagan.
The Committee must collect
19,000 signatures by April 5 to Secure a place on the June ballot

Legality of Calif. Death Penalty
Under Attack in Supreme Court
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
State Supreme Court had under
submission Friday a sweeping challenge to the legality of the death
penalty in California.
The entire process from penalty
juries to the gas chamber came
under attack in day-lung a,rgumerits Thursday by attorneys who
have halted executions throughout
the United States for the last nine
months.
The fate of 74 condemned men
in San Quentin Prison’s crowded
Death Row hangs in the balance.
Defending the state’s practices
in the courts and the execution
chamber was Asst. Atty. Gen. Albert Harris who called the attack
"a fifth column approach . . to
repeal the death penalty by indirection."
The Supreme Court judges
showed greatest interest in arguments that the legislature should
set standards to guide death penalty juries.
Heretofore the court has insisted
that no judge or anyone else attempt to set such standards on
the grounds that it was the legislative intent to let juries set their
own.
Anthony Amsterdam, University
of Pennsylvania law professor who
led the attack on the constitution-

ality of the death penalty, also
charged that California selects
"hanging juries" by excluding opponents of the death penalty.
He said impoverished condemned
men need state appointed counsel
after automatic appeals are exhausted because they are mentally
below nomial and "totally unable"
to use available legal processes
which could save their lives.
Gerald II. Gottlieb, Beverly Hills
attorney of the American Civil
Liberties Union, argued that execution is cruel and inhuman punishment.
They asked that the court appoint a special master to conduct
a fact-finding hearing to guide it
in its final decision.

Baroness Maria von Trapp, head
of the Trapp Family Singers and
inspiration for the Broadway and
movie versions of "The Sound of
Music," will visit SJS Wednesday.
She will deliver a lecture,
"Around the World with the Trapp
Family Singers," at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The program is free and is sponsored by
the College Union Program Board.
The story of the von Trapp
Family Singers began when the
young novice Maria was sent to
the household of Baron von Trapp
by the Abbey in Salzburg, Austria.
Maria was to be governess to the
widower’s seven children. The
baron and Maria fell in love and
were married but were soon forced
to flee Austria to escape the invading Nazis.
Father Franz Wasner, the family
priest, helped and accompanied the
Trapps in fleeing their homeland.
When they escaped to America,

Artist To Hold
’Creativity Week’

Father Wasner (now Monsignor) in the costumes of their native
blended the family voices into alTyrol, singing early church music
unique choral ensemble, and the and folk songs, and playing rarely
the recorder,
12-member (Maria and the Baron heard instruments
spinet and viol de gambit.
In 1947 Baron von Trapp died,
and the baroness took over as
head of the family and the Trapp
Family Singers. The baroness became an American citizen in 1948,
and continued her musical teaching, lectures and concerts.
Today the von Trapp children
are married and scattered around
the world. One daughter is a lay
missionary in New Guinea, three
others are housewives, another
works with a Catholic youth organization in Honolulu, and another conducts a kindergarten outside Baltimore. Baroness von Trapp
now has 27 grandchildren.

’JAPAN
BARONESS MARIA VON TRAPP
. . . Sound of Music"
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SUMMER SESSION
College Credits
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
With HOWARD TOURS
An incomparable personal and intellectual experience. Assures that you will
enjoy Japan, not just sea It. Includes
roundtripjet front California, first-class
hotels, extensive sightseeing, train
travel, transfers, tips, etc. Also availJapan,
able, tours of entire Orient
Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Hong Kona,
Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore.
APPLY: San Francisco State Cottage
(rain.
Summer session 0
1600 Holloway Avenue, San Francisco,
California 114010.

5‘ SPAGHETTI and
1/2 PRICE DRAFT BEER

CHARTERS FOR S.C. FACULTY AND STUDENTS

Clear Out the Cobwebs
Rent-A-Sloop
20%28’
Learn to Sail
4 Lessons Guaranteed!
Low Student Rates
During Vacation

Cass’ Rental Marina
332-4970 Bridgeway & INappa Sausalito

In Concert:

Red litcNuen
Friday, April 5 8:30 P.M.

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets: $4.50 -$3.50- $2.50
On Sale:
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
40 West San Carlos St. (Next to St. Claire Hotel)
Or
SPARTAN MUSIC
436 East Williams

Tired of those typical
hack jobs?
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RFK Supporters
Organize Group

TONIC ROOM

TOWNE

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
staff

just present your

Wolf, Cu. Winsten, Post
Morgenstern, Newsweek
Alpert & Knight, Saturday Review

Supplies
Equipment

You get crispy bacon, juicy sausage, or savory
ham, with two country fresh eggs, golden hash
browns, toast smothered with butter, and piphot coffee.

CAMERA SHOP

All of this for only

99c

(All the coffee you can drink for I0)

developing printing
repairs

245 South First

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

Gelrnis, Newsday

or

ASS card
Protectors
Cameras

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINEE
"BEST FOREIGN
FILM"
ONE OF THE
YEAR’S 10
BEST FILMS IVY
Crowther, Times

CLOSELY
WATCHED
TRAINS

Orahfe WINZIT
505 E. Santa Clara
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

Harris protested that this was
a legislative process, would create
further delays in executions and
"if we are to go another three to
five years without the death penalty being exercised, the law will
die through disuse.
He also noted that the attorneys
never mentioned the two condemned men through whom they
brought their class action Robert Page Anderson, 31, whom he
described as "a one man insurrection in San Diego" and Frederick
Saterfield, 52, Orange County. who
killed his common law wife and
her 16-year-old daughter.
Anderson, a window cleaner,
held off 60 police for three hours
after killing a pawnbroker.

4319 L.A.-LONDON R.T. 6-15/9-8 $362 AMSTERDAM/LONDON 6-20
/9-11 PROF. A. MANDEL. S.C. c/o SIERRA TRAVEL 9875 SANTA
MONICA BLVD., BEVERLY HILLS NEW YORK/LONDON RI. 6-17/9-9
$245.00.

Baroness Speaks Wed.

had three children of their own)
choir started their singing career.
The Trapp Family Singers
toured the world for more than
A "week of creativity" is being 20 years, winning acclaim in more
sponsored by Russ Stevenson, ar- than 2000 concerts all over the
tist in residence, and the Experi- United States, Europe. Australia
Zealand. They appeared
mental College, April N through 14 and New
at Waddell Creek Beach near
Santa Cruz,
Mon. 4-8 p.m.
"Inside and Outside" is the
theme of the week and 21 other
bay area colleges have been invited to join in the activities.
Gale Ambur, a coordinator of
the week, said persons can bring
5¢ Spaghetti
Mon.-Thurs. 4-8 p.m.
their "own thing and do it."
Permission has been granted to
a.m.
Thurs. 8 p.m.-2
With this Coupon
the group by the Santa Cruz police
*
*
to camp out on the beach during
Happy
Hours!
Sat. & Sun. 1-6 p.m. *:
the week.
*
All Prices Reduced
"Students for Kennedy," a newActivities for the week will end
Pizza :
*
Simple
Simon
Lutich Served in
ly organized group at SJS, will with a dance on Friday evening
:
Buy one pizza &
*:
hold an organizational meeting to- and an art show Saturday and
Tonic Room all
Sunday.
one
FREE
get
:*
night at 8 in the College Union,
i
week.
or
according to Craig Donnelly, Co:
.n
mria
hcAll a
interested
students
: All the Spaghetti 1
STARTS THURS.
1897 Alum Rock Rd.,
are invited to attend.
iyou can eat $1.00 :
San Jose
*
Donnelly said the SJS group is
tr
TlilATRI
With this Coupon
*
-a
Dancing Nightly
aligning itself with the statewide
****** ***** ************
14,3
THE
ALAMEDA
"Students for Kennedy" movement
now on many California campuses.
He continued that there is an
"excellent chance that Robert Kennedy will be back in San Jose and
speak at SJS." Donnelly indicated
that no date had been set for his
return to the Bay Area.

can joee
ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR

against. Fresno State, unlike SJS,
fails under section IA*2 of the
Penal Code.
Zenovich said he expects support
from the California Wine Institute
and Fresno wine growers. He said
he felt the church would oppose
his measure.
He has not contacted anyone at
the many universities and state
colleges affected by’ this ruling, and
does not know what kind of reaction he would receive from them.

’Choice’ Sought
By GOP Group
For President

Jim’s Barbershop offers a
change . . . quality haircutting done by registered hairstylists. We also feature expert beard trims. Just call
for an appointment.

MEN’S HAIRCUTTING
RAZOR CUTTING
JIM’S BARBERSHOP
293-2747

3rd & San Fernando

(inside Mosher’s Ltd.)

Women

GET READY FOR THIS SUMMER!
Ever notice how your hair gets wet while your
swimming? We realize you don’t always have §
time to set & dry your hair so LADY BORUE’S
has come to your rescue.
One day cleaning
and styling service
Mini Falls 100% Human Hair
2 oz. Wiglets 100% Human Hair
2 oz. Frosted Wiglets
100% Human Hair
Cascades Hair Piece
Styro Full Heads
Styro Half Heads

R.q

W.$1, th,c
Ad or ASS §
Card

;24.95
$ 7.50

$21.00 !I
$ 5.95

;12.50
$17.50
$ .80
$ .60

$ 7.50
$13.50
$ .55
$ .29

eyeady gorue’s Wiy Shop
Country Club Shopping Center 251-4455
McKee and Toyon Rds., San Jose
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Reagan Ups Anti-Pornography
Pressure on State Legisiature
By KEITH HEARN
Associated Press Writer
Gov.
SACRAMENTO (API Reagan stepped up pressure Friday on assemblymen to approve
his Senate-passed program to keep
pornography away from California
youth.
In an unusual appeal, Reagan
said, "A negative vote on the measure would be a tragic victory for
the purveyors of pornography and
it would add up to a shirking of
responsibility to the youth of California who look to us for moral

His statement, an uncommon
plea to one house alone, came the
day after the Senate approved a
bill to make it a crime to supply
pornography to persons under 18
years old.
Similar legislation cleared the
Senate last session but died in the
Assembly Criminal Procedure
Committee. The author of the
bills, both years, Sen. Robert J.
Lagomarsino, R-Ojai, says he feels
the measure has been changed
enough to overcome that committee’s objections.
Lagomarsino said this year’s

LBJ Fights Opposition
In Wisconsin Primary
diligently to build up his ballot
By JACK BEEI.
total to impress party leaders
Al’ Political Writer
MILWAUKEE, Wis. -- I’resi- choosing nomination convention
dent Johnson fought back by delegates in other states with his
proxy Friday against a combina- vote-getting ability.
tion of Democratic and Republican
opposition threatening his chances
in tomorrow’s presidential primary.
With Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy,
D-Minn., picking up fresh support
June and summer graduates
in his antiwar campaign against
may sign up for appointments
the President, the Democratic orIn the Placement Center, ADganization dispatched Secretary of
M. Signup% begin each Tuesday
Agriculture ()lento L. Freeman
before and up to the day of the
for nine appearances in areas
interview.
where his milk price support increase is calculated to placate MONDAY. APRIL 15
farm opposition to the President.
U.S. Army Officer Recruiting.
In Washington, Freeman told a Barracks 14.
rally of young Democrats that TUESDAY, APRIL 16
Johnson is the "permanent peace
H. J. Heinz Co. Majors: chem.
candidate" because he "knows that or others with strong chem. backour purpose in Vietnam is not ground,
just to end that war, but the beBureau of Federal Credit Union.
ginnings of all wars." He initiated Majors: acctg.
the theme cattier in the week, in
Memorex Corp. Majors: EE.
war-conscious Wisconsin.
Frlden, Inc. Majors: acctg., data
On the same program, Vice
ocessing.
President Hubert H. Humphrey, ’
U.S. Army Officer Recruiting.
who has campaigned for the ’Sal/tacks 14.
President in this state, called McCarthy’s (hive "honorable and de- WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
Armour Grocery Products Co.
voted to the issues." He had nothing in his prepared text about Majors: bus., bus, admin., mktg.,
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, D-N.Y., liberal arts.
The H. C. Capwell Co. Majors:
another challenger.
Neither Freeman, former gov- bus, admin,, econ., home econ., libernor of neighboring Minnesota, eral arts, political science, any.
Joseph Mangin Co., Inc.. Majors:
nor Humphrey could do anything
toward offsetting a prospective any.
H. .1. Heinz Co. Majors: bus.,
massive cross-over of Republicans
into the Democratic primary to mkt g.
Pacific.
Telephone & Telegraph
vote against Johnson by casting
Co. Majors: any major with an intheir ballots for McCarthy.
Former Vice President Richard terest in engr., math and bus.
Stauffer Chemical Co., E-147.
M. Nixon, without substantial opposition on the GOP ballot, has Majors: B.S. in ChE, chem.

Job Interviews

been Johnson’s best ally in trying
to discourage Republican fence
jumpers. Voters have the option
of choosing either ballot when
they go to the polls.
Nixon has been campaigning

THURSDAY, APRIL 18
Northwest YMC’A. Majors. recreation, soc., education, liberal
arts,
Hyland Laboratories. Majors:
biology, chem., acctg., econ., math.
Insurance Co. of North America.
Majors: bus. admin., liberal arts.
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph
Co. Majors: any major with an interest in engr., math and bus.
TODAY
ROSS Laboratories. Majors: libStudents for Kennedy, It p.m.,
eral arts, bus. admin.
College Union (Student Council
Union Carbide Corp. Majors:
Chambers), 315 S. Ninth St. Imbus. admin., mktg.
portant first organizational meetFRIDAY. APRIL 19
ing. All students welmine.
De Level Turbine, Inc. Majors:
student California Teachers Association, 4 pin., E1)348. Regular B.S. in ME, bus. admin aerie.
Inland Steel Products Co. Maboard meeting.
University Dames,
p . m Fac- jors: (’E, St rue) u ral and ind.
ulty Cafeteria. Spring fashion enims.
Ortho-Pharmaceutleal Corp. Mashow. All marrieit women invited
jors: any.
to a (tend.
TRW Systems Group. Majors:
Personnel Management. ASSOChtUm, 12:30 p.m., Fiallt. General MBA, MS. in EE, ME, B.S. in
meeting of manpower administra- engr., math, physics.

Spartaguide

tion majors, other majors welcome
also.
TOMORROW
Sigma Mu Tau. 1:30 p.m., S326.
Presentation of Difeo Laboratories.
Discussion and refreshments.
Kaydettes, 6:30 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Cadet Lounge (third
floor).
AMA, 7:30 p.m., Mario’s Smorgy
(off Story Road). Gary William of
Stanford University will speak on
"Relevant. Education,"Recruiter
Phil Anderson of Pacific Telephone
will also be present,
WEDNESDAY
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m., ,
S210. John B. Spring, managemerit services director, Price Waterhouse and Co., San Francisco,
will speak on "Electronic Data
Processing." Special guest will be
Wade Salsbury, manager, Price
waterhouse and Co., San Jose.
Everyono welcome.
Health Science Department, 11
a.m., Faculty Room A Cafeteria.
Dr. Richard Bonvechio, head of
Health Science Department, will
speak on job opportunities in
health science field.
THURSDAY
AlCh.E. 7:30 p.m. E326. Francis
Dasher of the Folger Coffee Co.
will speak on "Unit Operations in
the Manuafcture of Instant Cof-

fee."

version is aimed primarily at
large-scale distributors of pornography, not the small distributor.
Also emphasized is protection for
the youth’ parents, libraries and
persons "incidental" to a pornographic display, such as a movie
projectionist.
The proposed law makes it a
misdemeanor to supply "harmful
matter" to youth and a felony for
subsequent offenses.
The definition of harmful matter - wider-ranging than strict
guidelines for adult obscenity is that which emphasizes sex,
nudity or sexual deviation and
which is aimed at the minor’s
shameful, morbid or prurient interest in these subjects.
In addition, the material would
be outlawed if its possession by
youths is "patently offensive to
contemporary standards in the
adult community as a whole."
"The legislation will rightly return to parents much greater control over what their children read,"
Reagan said, "by stiffening the
punishment against smut peddlers
who , . . are guided by the enormous profits such material can
bring."

FRIDAY, APRIL 19
Santa Cruz. Men in any major
with an interest in working with
handicapped children. Minimum
age 19.
City of Fremont Recreation
Dept. Recreation, P.E., or other
majors.
Easter Seal Modesty, Santa Cruz.
Majors: any with interest in working with handicapped children.
Minimum age 19.

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. Are Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294-6535
40 Bassett Sr.
San Jose

A
ti,S’M
1DISI
Soup or Salad - Raked
Potato - Garlic Bread
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$1
Monday through Thursday

fit
Adult overdo.. Sarrad.’".
Come as you aro!

72 E. Santa Clara

Good Haircuts

Razor cuts and hair styling
Fernando

42 different linen

to a civilian economy when neces-

owBooksInc.m.

sary" was adopted by a narrow
41-21 Assembly vote Friday.
Most Republicans opposed

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester
OPENING EVENINGS & SUNDAY

the

measure, although there was no
debate on the Assembly floor.

across from

the

Admin. building

293-9677

Open: Mon. thns Fri. 9 to 6
Sot. 9 to 5

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fet,69.0.1
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ANNOUNCEMENTS (I)

’64 VW Esc. mech, and body. Low
mileage. $985/offer. 298.1561.
SUMMER SPECIAL ’66 Sears Sport.
cycle (Gilera) Must sell - Drafted.
106cc. 100 mpg, 4-spd. See at 348
S. 11th St. or call 286-8780 $249.
’62 YOLKS Delux. sta. wagon. 9 pass.
Re-blt. erg, at 35,000. 54,000 mi, on
sped. Exc. cord. $900. No trade. 22704(4 after 3 p.m.
’58 MGA MAGNET. Radio, Heater,
hrdtop. Exc. cond. Must sell. Tel. 349.
5000 aft. 6 p.m. Ask for Al.
TRIUMPH SOO Twin. Dirt bike. $250.
Exc. cond. Good transportation. Ph. 3542261 eves. Ask for John

$3/hr. GUARANTEED after 3 days training for men & women. Full or part time.
Fuller Brush Co. 265-8725.

FOR SALE 131

HOUSING (5)

USED LEATHER COATS, Suede coats,
fur coats $4-$10. 1500 items. Peggy’s
Imports, 159 Columbus Ave. corner
Pacific Ave. S. P. 981-5176. Open every
day 1 p.m.-7 p.m. The grooviest store
in the world.
NOBLET LEBLANC Clarinet. Good
cond., with accessories. $150. Call Frank
Kee, Rm, 323. 294-6019.
CLOTHES & ODDMENTS for your apt.
& for you. From way back to way out.
Browse the Bargain Mart, Tues. thru
Sat., 10-4, at 36 E. San Antonio.
CHROME RIMS, 4-I4inch, Ford. Inc.
cond. $50, 298-0909.
REVERE T.2200 4-track stereo recorder.
New $240, sacrifice for $100. Call Paul,
294-6019, Room 226-8.
GRAND OPENING. Knits, all sizes,
$7.50. The latest fashion in earrings. $1/
pair. Hand oil paintings, $1.95 while
they lest. Key chains of all types &
dishes. 60 E. San Fernando. 1 block
from campus. Come in & visit us.

NOW RENTING - Rms. from $42.50
at 179 S. 3rd. 1 block from library. Call
244-3385 eves.

HASHER: for girls boarding house. Call
297-6860,
GIRLS TO WORK at D -Hi Amplifier
booth at Teenage Fair during Easter
wk. Must be neat & attractive. Go-go
dancers also apply. Ph. after 6 p.m.
266-5 l74,
PRODUCER DIRECTOR for San Jose
Light Opera Association. Salary open.
Send resume to S.J.L.O.A. at 2607
Lansford, San Jose, Calif. 95125.

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 1/2 blk.
from campus. $4O/,no. 292-1629.
MALE ROOMMATE: Private rm, in apt.
Swimming pool & garage. $47/mo. 560
S. 10th #6. 287-0927.
REFINED, FURN. RMS., male, kit. priv.
No smoking or drinking. 293.3088.
FOR
Cruz
view
Call

SALE: PLEASANT cottage. Sante
mountains. 25 min. from SJSC.Fine
Fireplace. Over 1/2 acre. $14,500.
353-2076.
sse
FOR RENT: Fare. apt. $50/mo. color
TV, stereo cons. Priv, bath, carpet, near
campus. Call 298.5592, 12-7 p.m.
FOR RENT: Rooms for men. 426 S. 7th.
I/7 block from college. Free phone
$27.50/mo.

RAIDERS - Raffle winner must sell FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt. furn. Near
season ticket. Good seat. Worth $3950 campus. $170/mo. 706 S. 9th, 2924021.
will sell for $30. Adjoining seats avail- LRGE. 3 RM. APT. furn.
$135 inc. all
able at $39.50. 286-5840.
util. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th. Call
259-1547.
HELP WANTED 141
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. $180/
mo. State House 508 S. 11th. 2 apts.
INSURANCE AGENT now selling in the Also need 1 roommate each. I male, I
student market to organize a sales unit female. Same address.
with old line Ins. Co. Call 378-4177 for
FOR RENT: 1 bdr. furn, delux apt.
appointment.
Quiet, near campus. 545 S. 5th.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

AUTOMOTIVE (21
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONY. Clean, excel,
mechanical shape. Must sell. 293-9972.
Ask for Rick Fiset.
LATE ’64 VW. Sunroof. Exc. cond. 40,000 mi. New clutch, tires, $1040 or
trade for bus. 298-1561.
’67 HONDA 450, Fresh 3000 mi. tuneup.
Runs superbly. Extras. $750. ’67 Honda
Moped P-50. Fresh 200 mi. funeup. As
new. $105. Greet for guy or gal. 2933416.
’63 DODGE DART 270. 4-dr, Sedan,
R/H, Auto. $895. ’62 TR4: R/H,
Tonneau cover. $1150, 867-0740.
’56 PORSCHE 365/1600 Coupe. Exc.
inside & out. $1500, 295.1499 4-8 p.m.
’65 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN. Exc. cond.
Orig, owner, many Acts, 81250, 3258081 6-10 p.m.
’62 MG MIDGET: Red, clean, Exc. mechanically. $800, Call Doug Grosjean,
297-9989.
LATE ’6IVW Reblt, eng. new tires,
shocks. orig. owner. $675/offer. Prof
Cope, 297-1457.
’62 SPRITE MK II. Clean, very good
cond. R/H, new battery. gen. $700 59[6013 MTThF eves.
’66 COMET Caliente 2-dr. HT, 289, 4.
spd. Pow. steer. & windows. New tires,
tech. 23,000 mi. White/red int. $1850.
call 739.3037.
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LOST AND FOUND 161
STOLEN - Math book & notes - from
motorcycle. Ransom for return. Al Jaffe,
295-2026 eves.
LOST: BLACK sunglasses on 3/26
ladies rm. 3rd floor library. Sentimental
value. Reward. Please call Jackie Nyhus
294.2916.
LOST: GOLD Benrus watch w/safety
catch. If found, contact Carol at 2871859. $5 reward.
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PERSONALS 171

Ti)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to my favorite
roomie, Diane. May you live every day
of your life. Love, Harry.
WE DISCRIMINATE! We want only
dirty cars who need our help. Astor’s
Auto Wash, 732 S. 1st.
UTAH/GEMINI: Why’d pa move? We
miss you & your guitar. Don’t ye want
a birthday cake? Please call us, 2939749, Gayle, Diane, & Kay.
CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
Lii Gatos. 354.8804.
WANTED: TRAVELING companion is
Europe. June 17-Sept. 6 on Sparta
Europe to London. Sharon, 259-1679.
SNOOPY - Kathy’s mental turmoil has
subsided. Has yours? If so, call 2876732. Love, Linus.
NEW LIL’ SISTERS - Kendra, Les,
Cindy. Jill, Nancy, and Cindy. - We
luv you. Delta Sigma Phi.
KAREN - Get rid of that bathrobe or
it’s going un Hi flames. D.
JANIE POO
1 Love Lucy has got
to ool D

tO

--

SERVICES (11) RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Escheik
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc.
Experienced. reasonable. All work guaranteed. Will edit. Pica type. Ph. 2943772.
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, acCurate,
prompt. Will edit. Near San Jose State.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Disserta.
tions. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose,
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in my horns.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
Barter.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc"
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc. Ex.
perienced, reasonable. All work guaran
teed. Will edit. Pica type. 294-3772.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 243.
6313.9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jiro Koski, 968-0944 anytime.
BE MORE WITH MOORE. Leadershi
Sales, Dynamism. 890 Emory St. S.
293.2775.
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TRANSPORTATION ’91
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FREE COKES, r vor, Ifi,n, rornpan
Going to Santa Barbara late Thurs.
Fri. morning? Just take me along. C
Jivin’ Janean - 294.7438.

’MAO IT
Carl ..r
cougaS
A./ ‘P’’
uurmer LOOR NALL ON
Vowe IVANScle.re,

Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

FI66ER AT LEAST. I §HOULCA I-116D A "CMINU6’
OUTA litlY COURSE. 1

MAO rflefter Arremoswce!"

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 246
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No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

$2.00
277

You Can’t Beat Our

lution creating a commission to

The following list of organizations will be on campus to interview students for summer employment. Interested applicants
should go to the Placement Center, Adm. 234 for an appointment.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
Redwood Empire Council (’ampFire Girls - Petaluma, Calif. Women in recreation or other majors.

For Beauty And Warmth

SACRAMENTO (AP) - A reso-

SPARTA EUROPE. ’68 $339. June 18Sept. 7. Jet non-stop S.F.-Amsterdam
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
leader. 356-8121.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 2976522.
HOROSCOPES! Trippy Genethliacal &
Horary
charts,
amazing
character
analysis, etc., by an intuitive, practiced
Gemini: Ed Augusts 286-9390.
5 ACRES. Paved County Rd. Beautiful
Rustic Cabin, Park Setting. Electric,
water, 1/2 hr. from San Jose. $18.000.
Terms. Call Agent. 408 438-0400 or
Eves. 408 377-4357.
10 ACRES. 4 mi. from Los Gatos. Plenty
of Water, View, Paved County Rd.
$25.000. Terms. Call Agent. 408 4380400 or Eves 408 377-4357,
"FALAFEL" Middle Eastern SANDWICH. Try it, you’ll love it! Only 30c
Open 9 a.m..8 p.m. daily except Sunday, 11 a.m.-6 p.m. Stevens Creek, I
block off Hwy 17.
,
GURDJIEFF Group forming. Call 2650433.
EUROPE 1968 Western Europe incl.
Greece 43.75 days, $860.00 up plus air
transportation. Ardersen Tours. 2552
Bancroft Way, Berkeley. Calif. 94704,
FLY TWA. Student and faculty group
flights for California State Colleges.
June 20-Sept. 3, SF/LA/London/LA/SF
$466.50. Children 2-12, half price.
Write: Prof. M. L. French, 2552 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, Calif. 94704.
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we
cut it! Home haircuts repaired. $1.80
$1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80
Is this any way to run a barber shop?
You bet it is. Pete’s Barber Shop. 9
a". 6 p.m. 58 S. 4th between San Fernando & Santa Clara, Hairy Cutter,
Prop,
TURN ON! the 500 lbs. pressure gun
that shoots 130 soft water with special
detergent to clean your car. Then try
our 4 min. wee. Astor’s Auto Wash, 732
S. 1st

TUESDAY, APRIL 16
Alameda-Contra E’oreta (’ampFire Girls - Walnut (’reek. Women in soc. act., P.E., recreation
and the arts. Minimum age 19.

The four by three foot, green
and Beau-Art, a script style of
type. One modern headline style, machine works somewhat like a
20th Century Bold, is also in- printing press. The large type is
hand set at the left end, the ink
cluded.
It will make any size poster up rollers are passed over the inking
to 14 x 22 inches in nine colors plate and then over the type. A
of ink and four colors of poster poster is placed on top of the type,
board. It can even print two dif- and a platen is moved by hand
over the poster. Presto, a sign!
ferent colors of ink at once.

TONIGHT...

Transition Bill

Summer
Jobs

Chas. Pfizer &. Co., San Francisco. Summer Marketing Program. Major: bus, admin. who will
complete junior year by summer
1968 and graduate in 1969. Will
travel.
Santa Clara County Girl Scouts.
Any major with interest in working as unit leaders, counselors, assistant maintenance man or kitchen helpers. Minimum age 19.

All you can eat
for only

Stop the Presses! The Student ASH treasurer George Watts said
Union has a new toy - er, print- the exact charge has not been determined yet, but it will probably
ing press. Well, anyway, a $3,000
be about 50 cents.
sign maker is now at home there.
The machine, which will be In
Actually, it is a Line-o-scribe
business tomorrow is equipped
self-inking sign machine which arwith full fonts (complete sets) of
rived Friday. What it does is make
three diffrent styles of type:
posters. Any campus organization
Bodoni Bold; Murray Hill Bold;
can use it, at a slight fee, that is.

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.

THURSDAY
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A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
Housing (S)
0 Sonless 00
Lost
Found (6)
Transportelon (9)

Print Name

Per

Address

Enclosed LI

City

lii
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to ’ppm.

